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SEE WHY THIS IS THE NUMBER ONE SELLING BOOK IN 'S CONSUMER LAW CATEGORY

FOR SIX STRAIGHT MONTHS!"This is an exceptionally fine book. All of this information is solid,

invaluable, and so easy to read and understand. Highly Recommended!" - review by Grady Harp, 

"Hall of Fame Reviewer." Grady has also earned the prestigious  "Top 100 Reviewer" award for his

integrity and years of honest, detailed reviews. ATTENTION: This 2017 version has just been put on

sale for $2.99. This is a temporary break from the standard $6.99 price. There is also a great offer

only available to current buyers so please take advantage of it.This Book Is For Anyone Who Wants

To Improve Their Credit, And Do So Fast, Easily, And For The Long Term, Using Proven

Techniques And Secrets Do you wonder about any of the following: -Where do I start with improving

my credit? -What if I have serious credit issues like a foreclosure or bankruptcy? -How can I fix my

credit without spending a lot of money on lawyers or credit repair specialists? -How can I increase

my credit enough to buy a car or a house? -I just need to raise my score 50 points - is there a fast,

easy way to do that? -How do I deal with specific issues like late payments, repossessions, unpaid

student loans, short-sales, judgments, unpaid medical bills, bankruptcies, collection accounts, tax

liens, wage garnishments, or loan modifications that are holding me back?-My credit is rock bottom,

absolutely destroyed, and embarrassing â€“ is there any hope (the answer is YES)? If you answered

yes to any of these questions then it is important to know what currently works in credit repair.

DISCOVER: Credit Repair Strategies That Work In 2017 Knowing the world of credit repair will

empower you to take charge of your life. It will position you to live a life of financial freedom. But it is

not about the â€œweird little tricksâ€• that the credit repair gurus claim, or sell.For instance, many

credit gurus sell their credit repair advice by claiming they can raise your credit score overnight, or in

48 hours. In some cases they can, but if not done correctly, there is a high probability that the spike

will be short lived and your score will drop again as quickly as it rose, with no long term

improvement. Sometimes these tricks backfire or are outdated, and can actually damage your credit

and initiate a fraud alert on your account by the credit bureaus! Written for the average person, this

book, â€œCredit Repair Secrets, The Complete Credit Score Repair Book,â€• gives you a complete

and detailed look at FAST, EASY, and PROVEN techniques and strategies that work in

2017.INSIDE: The Truth About Improving your Credit Score In 2017Inside this book you will get

easy explanations and proven actionable help that answer the following questions:-How can you get

a FREE no-strings-attached credit report?-What impact can a credit score have on your life?-What

is in the credit report and what does it mean?-What is recorded about you in the credit report and

how long will it stay on your report?-How can you dispute destructive information found in your



credit report?-How can you rebuild your credit from the ground up? -How can you fight negative

information that resulted from late payments, repossessions, unpaid student loans, short-sales,

judgments, unpaid medical bills, bankruptcies, collection accounts, tax liens, wage garnishments,

loan modifications and others?Credit repair is constantly evolving: You need a strategy to get yours

to sky rocket.ARE YOU READY TO GET RESULTS WITH YOUR CREDIT STATUS?Download

now and GET STARTED TODAY. The sooner you start, the sooner you will be able to buy the

house you want, drive the car you need, and begin a new life with your most important asset: Your

credit. Scroll to the top of the page and select the buy button.
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Author Craig Randall (aka The Credit Repair Coach) is not only the author of this book CREDIT

REPAIR SECRETS (he has another excellent book to his credit - 100 POWERFUL AND PROVEN

MONEY MAKING IDEAS: PROVEN INCOME GUIDES), but he also is a successful entrepreneur

and business owner. Starting early, his first business was a mail order business while still in high

school. He attended UCLA, climbed the corporate ladder until the top rung broke with the economic



disaster and instead of seeking other positions he started his own business. Wisely he began

speaking to hundreds of small and large business owners, going to the source of success as it

were. The facts he learned there lead to his owning two business and being the sort of wise and

compassionate teacher he is, he shared his steps in his previous book mentioned above.But what

Craig Randall shares in this solid volume is the topic that hangs like a cloud over most of us in this

current economic chaos - how to deal with bad or weak or could be better credit scores. From his

personal experience he shares how his best intentions in starting a business required a startup loan

from a bank - and that is when he became acquainted with all the manifestations of a bad credit

score - that miserable number that reflects late payments, closed accounts that maintain a small

balance, unverifiable error addresses, etc -`the list of ways my credit score could affect my life was

endless.' So, Randall's been there, done that, and is determined in this book to teach us how to

avoid that level of humiliation - by energetically teaching us how to repair our credit scores, methods

that 25 years of researching, testing and proving that they work. So before spending money with a

company that will guarantee you a temporary fix, read and digest this little bible of a book.`In this

book, I simplify the process and take you by the hand to show you step-by-step how to fast track

improving your credit score with a minimal amount of work and headaches.' Merely reading through

his chapter headings offers a sense of security that we're about to step from under that ominous

cloud of a bad credit report: Why Are Credit Scores Important? (they affect employment, insurance,

home buying, starting a business etc); The Secrets of a Credit Score (FICO and VantageScore

defined, how your sore is calculated, how long does info stay on the Credit Report?, etc); The Credit

Bureaus from the biggies -Experian, Equifax, TransUnion to the smallest; How to Obtain Your Credit

Reports -the factual ones; Masterminding the Credit Reports - what is in it and how to understand all

that information both public and private and discover if it is accurate; Everything You Need to Know

About Inquiries - what is in it and who put it there and how is it recorded and reported; Improving the

Score, a Step by Step Plan (`Getting Your Credit Report Reviewing Your Report Review The

Personal Information Section Managing The Amounts Owed Managing Your Payment History

Managing New Credit Create A Spending Plan To Eliminate Debt -Finding Money To Pay Off Debt

Monitor Your Credit Step-By-Step Simple Plan Summary'); The Power of the Dispute Process - how

to remove anything!; Fighting the 14 Most Destructive Items On You Credit Report; Extreme

Measures When All Else Has Failed; Rebuilding Credit from the Ground Up; How to start in the

credit world with a plan and a do it yourself credit repair.Too long a review? Perhaps, but once you

have purchased this book and have Randall's expertise in each of these condensed headings fully

explained, you will be lifted out of remorse and into the level of security that his plan and instructions



provide. This is an exceptionally fine book - AND with the purchase of the book Craig Randall offers

the purchaser a Free Credit Boosting offer. All of this information is solid, invaluable, and so easy to

read and understand. Highly Recommended. Grady Harp, August 14

Credit Repair Secrets presents good, basic information and advice on increasing your credit score.

The book shows how anyone can have credit problems regardless of their wealth or circumstance

but with patience and the proper steps it can be improved.The information is clearly stated in simple

terms. Information is repeated in different ways to emphasize credit report structures. There are lots

of lists but detailed information is lacking. This book is a good start to how to repair credit but more

research would probably be necessary to thoroughly fix a bad score.Craig Randall points out what

pitfalls you can avoid.He explains the differences in various credit reports, how to get your score,

what it means, and how to improve it. It goes beyond credit cards and bills, even dealing with unpaid

home loans.It is a short book but there are little tricks and information that can save you research

time. If you want to improve your credit score, this book lists the contacts and resources available as

well as how and when to tackle discrepancies.BTW I have no idea what the 25 years on the cover

refers to.

Randall has written a very good guide that goes into great detail. This useful manual includes:

sample letters, strategies for negotiations, addresses, website addresses and contacts.This is a

relatively short, but detailed book. It is practical and easy to read. He carefully lays out almost every

tactic (except for one) in plain English. He explains how credit reporting agencies work, the systems

that are used, and (most importantly) the laws that help protect consumers by allowing consumers

to challenge or explain credit errors. Highly Recommended

This is like a Credit Repair for Dummies type of book. It has very useful information that I found very

correct. I have tried to repair my own credit and I can attest to many of the facts stated in this short

book. First of all, what many people donÃ¢Â€Â™t know is that when you get divorced your credit

that you have built (or broken) together follows you. What Craig Randall tells you seems so basic

and obvious, but so many people donÃ¢Â€Â™t know how to begin to deal with creditors so these

tips are a push in the right direction. What I like most about this book is it causes your intimidation

with the creditors and credit bureaus to be replaced with confidence. Highly recommend this read. It

wont take much of your time, but can make a lifetime of a difference!



Definitely a must read book. Everyone needs to understand how the credit reporting system works,

what is a minor problem and what is a big deal. Craig Randall knows how to fix a bad rating and

details what you need to do if your credit history is not good. He tells you step by step what you can

do about that and how you can avoid the problem in the future so you won't get into that bad

situation again. He says he learned most of these points the hard way and hopes to help people so

they can avoid that pain. Follow his steps and you'll keep your own score high.This book spells it all

out for you and gives you practical ways of doing something about raising your credit score.

If you have bad credit read this book. Heck, even if you have good credit you should read this book.

The information is extremely useful. The book provides general, useful information on how credit

works, how it can be messed up, and how it can be fixed. You donÃ¢Â€Â™t need to be a financial

expert to understand make use of this book, it was written for the masses. It answered most of the

questions I had. LetÃ¢Â€Â™s put it this way, in this time of stolen identity, you canÃ¢Â€Â™t afford

to not know about the credit system.
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